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Abstract

To realize good speaker adaptation for context de-

pendent HMM using small-size training data, reason-

able adaptation of unseen models have to be realized

using the relation of appeared models and the train-

ing data. In the paper, a new speaker adaptation

method for context dependent HMM using two spa-

tial constraints is proposed: 1) spatial relation of the

phoneme context hierarchical models, and 2) spatial

relation between speaker speci�c models and speaker

independent models. Several implementations based

on the idea are proposed and are evaluated under

520 word speech recognition. 25 words are used for

adaptation par speaker. The best result improved

30% error rate showing the e�ectiveness of the pro-

posed method.

1 Introduction

Although the performance of the speaker indepen-

dent speech recognizer is improved by the context

dependent HMM, there still remains a room for im-

provement compared to that of the speaker depen-

dent one. Thus, a better speaker adaptation with

small-size training data is required. To realize good

speaker adaptation for context dependent HMM us-

ing small-size training data, reasonable adaptation

of unseen models have to be realized using the rela-

tion of appeared models and the training data. And

for good speaker adaptation with small-size data, it

is important to reduce the number of the parameter

for speaker adaptation using reasonable constraints

such as acoustic similarity and/or acoustic phonetic

knowledge. There are some researches [1, 2, 3] aim-

ing at the problem solution and good results are re-

ported. The methods [1, 2] utilize acoustically clus-

tered tree structure but they do not utilize the acous-

tic phonetic knowledge such as phoneme contextual

constraint. Also, neither of the method [1, 2, 3] uti-

lizes the spatial relation of phoneme contexts and

speakers.

The proposed speaker adaptation in this paper dif-

fers in the following two points:

1) The proposed method utilizes constraints of

spatial relation of phoneme context hierarchi-

cal models. The smoothing area depends on

the higher level of the phoneme context hier-

archy.

2) The proposed method utilizes constraints of

spatial relation between speaker speci�c model

and speaker independent model.

First, the paper describes the proposed speaker

adaptation methods with some implementations.

Then speech recognition experiment using the pro-

posed methods is reported.

2 Speaker Adaptation Method

2.1 Information for Adaptation

The proposed method utilizes two spatial relations

and these relations are obtained from the following

models:

a) phoneme context hierarchy:

SICI-HMM : Speaker Independent Context In-

dependent HMM

SICD-HMM : Speaker Independent Context

Dependent HMM

b) speakers' space:

SDCI-HMM : Speaker Dependent(speci�c)

Context Independent HMM

SICI-HMM : Speaker Independent Context In-

dependent HMM

The speaker independent HMMs (SICI-HMM,

SICD-HMM) can be trained in advance and

the speaker dependent context independent HMM

(SDCI-HMM) is trained by small-size data for
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Figure 1: Relation of Speaker and Phoneme Context

speaker adaptation. Using these three mod-

els, �nally the target model, the speaker de-

pendent(adapted) context dependent HMM(SDCD-

HMM) is created. Figure 1 shows the relations of

speaker space and phoneme contextual space.

There are two di�erent directions for speaker adap-

tation to obtain the SDCD-HMM using SICI-HMM,

SICD-HMM and SDCI-HMM

1. speaker adaptation by mapping towards

phoneme context direction (see �gure 2)

2. speaker adaptation by mapping towards

speaker di�erence direction (see �gure 3).

All HMMs in the paper are three state models and

are assumed that each state in the same phoneme

class has close acoustical relation according to their

sequence. The structure of SDCI-HMM is a single

Gaussian model because small-size training data is

required. The structure of SICI-HMM is also a sin-

gle Gaussian model because of the facilitation to ob-

tain the spatial relation of phoneme contexts and

speakers. The structure of both SDCD-HMM(target

model) and SICD-HMM is a multi-mixture model for

better recognition performance.

2.2 Algorithm

First, two basic speaker adaptation realizations

based on the idea are explained, then some modi-

�ed implementations are presented.

The notations of the HMM parameters used for the

explanation are shown in table 1.

Table 1: Notations of Each HMM

models mean variance

for adaptation SDCI-HMM �SDCI �2
SD

CI

pre-trained SICI-HMM �SICI �2
SI

CI

pre-trained SICD-HMM �SICD �2
SI

CD

target SDCD-HMM �SDCD �2
SD

CD

Method I-a

Locate the target SDCD-HMM at the relational po-
sition of SDCI-HMM using the di�erence of SICD-
HMM and SICI-HMM considering the space of
SDCI-HMM. This mapping performs to the phoneme
context direction. The adaptation is realized by the
next equation.

�SDCD = �SDCI + (�SICD � �SICI)(�
SD

CI =�
SI

CI)
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Figure 2: Speaker Adaptation Method I-a

Method II-a

Locate the target SDCD-HMM at the relational po-
sition of SICD-HMM using the di�erence of SDCI-
HMM and SICI-HMM considering the space of
SICD-HMM. This is a kind of speaker di�erence vec-
tor adaptation by separating the mapping space into
each phoneme HMM state. The adaptation is real-
ized by the next equation.

�SDCD = �SICD + (�SDCI � �SICI)(�
SI

CD=�
SI

CI)
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Figure 3: Speaker Adaptation Method II-a

Modi�ed Methods

Other implementations using spatial information
are realized by introducing the mixture composition



of SICD-HMM state. The mixture composition is
realized by the next equation.

�c =
X

k2I

wk�k

�2c =
X

k2I

wk�
2

k +
X

k2I

wk(�k � �c)
2

where �c; �2c are the composite mixture, �k; �2k are

the element in the state, wk is the weight.

Method I-b

This method is a modi�cation of method I-a using
the state mixture composition. The adaptation is
realized by the next equation.

�SDCD = �SDCI + (�c � �SICI)(�
SD

CI =�
SI

CI) + (�SICD � �c)
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Figure 4: Speaker Adaptation Method I-b

Method II-b

This method is a modi�cation of method II-a using
the state mixture composition. The adaptation is
realized by the next equation.

�SDCD = �SICD + (�SDCI � �SICI)(�c=�
SI

CI)
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Figure 5: Speaker Adaptation Method II-b

Method II-c

This method is a modi�cation of method II-a us-
ing the state mixture composition. The di�erence of
method II-c to method II-b is the consideration of
the area of the speaker independent space and the
speaker dependent space (�SD

CI
=�SI

CI
). The adapta-

tion is realized by the next equation.

�SDCD = �c+(�
SD

CI ��
SI

CI)(�c=�
SI

CI)+(�
SI

CD��c)(�
SD

CI =�
SI

CI)
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Figure 6: Speaker Adaptation Method II-c

Adaptation Ratio and Variance

Practically, we introduce an speaker adaptation

ratio � (experimentally determined). The �nal

adapted model is computed as:

�̂SD
CD

= ��SD
CD

+ (1 � �)�SI
CD

The variance of SDCD-HMM is not adapted in this

paper and is equal to that of SICD-HMM as:

�̂2
SD

CD = �2
SI

CD

3 Experiments

3.1 Conditions

We performed a 520 word speech recognition exper-

iment of 20 speakers. The step size of the speaker

adaptation ratio is 0.1 (0.0 � � � 1.0). 25 words

are used for speaker adaptation to create the SDCI-

HMM. SICI-HMM are pre-trained by the same 25

words of 60 speakers. Experimental conditions are

briey shown in table 3.

3.2 Results

The performance of speaker adaptation methods is

shown in �gure 7 along with the adaptation ratio

(�). Details of the best result for � in each method

are shown in table 2 with the accuracy of the best



improving speaker, the accuracy of the worst degra-

dation speaker, and the number of speakers who im-

prove and who get worse. Improvements and degra-

dations of each speaker when method I-a gave the

best result are also shown in the �gure 8.

Themethod I-a,b resulted the best and improved

form 95.6% to 97.0% on the average. The method I-a

gave best improved speaker, +9.7% improvement. In

this case, two speakers got worse while their degra-

dation were only -1.9% and -1.0%.

4 Conclusion

The paper proposed a new speaker adaptation

method for context dependent HMM using spatial

relation of both phoneme context hierarchy and

speakers. Several implementations are proposed.

They are evaluated through 520 word speech recog-

nition. 25 words are used for adaptation par speaker.

The best result improved 30% error rate showing the

e�ectiveness of the proposed method.
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Table 2: Details of the Results
� rate best worst get get

(%) (%) (%) better worse

none | 95.6 | | | |

I-a 0.5 97.0 +9.7 -1.9 13 2

I-b 0.5 97.0 +8.7 -1.0 13 3

II-a 0.5 96.7 +4.8 -1.9 14 4

II-b 0.6 96.8 +4.8 -1.0 14 3

II-c 0.5 96.6 +5.8 -1.9 13 5

Table 3: Experiment Condition

Acoustic hamming: 25.6ms, pre-emphasis: 0.97,

Analysis 8kHz sampling, frame: 10ms,

(25 dim.) LPC-Mel-Cep, �Cep, �power

Eval. Data ATR speech database(20 speakers)

520 words (104 words/speaker)

SICD-HMM 262 right context models, 3state6mix

200 speakers,72,000 utterances

(ASJ+ATR+CANON speech data)

SICI-HMM 24 phone models, 3state1mix

(phone) 25 words � 60 speakers

SDCI-HMM 24 phone models, 3state1mix

(phone) 25 words of a speci�c speaker
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Figure 7: Recognition Rate of Each Method
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Figure 8: Each Speaker Improvement(Method1-a)


